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To: Hearing Docket
Subject: NUCLEAR WASTE FROM ITALY ?????????????????????????

PLEASE, PLEASE, tell me this is some kind of sick joke? Surely, our own government is not considering such a stupid
and ridiculous action. What in the name of GOD are you people thinking? We can't even take care of our own nuclear..
waste and you people are actually talking.about this-waste from another country. Let Italy take care of their own nuclear
waste and we will worry about our own; that is more than enough for all citizens to worry about. I have been against
nuclear energy from the very beginning. I have always said that it is too volatile, too dangerous in all respects. When you
have something this volatile, if you cannot take away the human factor, you cannot control it. Look at what happened at
3-mile Island. You are always going to have someone, some employee at these places coming in feeling bad, a fight with
a wife, girl-friend(boy-friend), a hangover, what have you. It only takes one mistake and look at the ramifications, the
results. Then, not only would we have the responsibility of disposing of this waste from Italy, we-would be responsible for
monitoring it for hundreds of years. What about our own nuclear waste, where are we going to put it. There is no way it is
not dangerous to our people's health. Sometimes, I honestly think you have all gone mad. Why don't you ask OUR
opinion once in a while? We are the ones at risk here. Are you trying to start a revolution-in this country? Don't you think
we are all tired of the inept, inefficient, ways of governing that has been shown to us in the last several years? While I am
on this subject, why are you still allowing people of Islamic, Muslim faith in this country and why are you not locating and
removing the ones already here? Did 9/11 not teach you anything? Do you want this to happen again? We allowed
those idiots into this country and actually trained them to fly planes in our schools. WE allowed this. What does it take to
wake you people up? Give us back our country, give us a government that cares about the country and its people.
Whatever happened to "government of the people, by the people, for the people.". There is so much I could add here that
I don't understand; the oil crisis with prices rising for gas beyond the point that people are going to be able to afford it and
continue taking care of their families; the unemployment; the consent to allow illegal aliens to remain in this country and
receive government benefits such as public aid, social security benefits, crowding of our schools, taking away jobs from,
our own people, never mind your statement that they are only taking jobs that no one else in this country wants. Not true.
I would not want my children being forced to learn another language just to live in their own country and go to school
there. Why should we conduct classes in Spanish? Would these countries do this for us? NO, THEY WOULD NOT.
Why does Mexico not take care of their own people? The government people there live like King Tut. These people are
like leeches. They do not practice any birth control being all Catholic. We pay for their births, their living, etc. Why
should we. I have always been of the opinion that charity begins at home. PLEASE, PLEASE do not allow this waste
from Italy into this country. My name is - Marilyn Tarbett, 206 Gibson Street, Portland, TN 37148.
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